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«VolgaPromServis»
Russia, Samara
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INN 6313535252 / КPP 631301001
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Dear Sir or Madam!
We offer you to consider the possibility of purchasing oil and gas production equipment which is
manufactured by “Trade Hause “VolgaPromServis” company and is widely operated in Russia.
The company has been working since 2009 and has proven itself as a successful manufacturer of
oil and gas production equipment.
The list of produced equipment is shown below:
- X-mas tree with borehole and side outlet diameter D(in) = 2 1/16, 2 9/16, 3 ⅛, 4 1/16 and P(psi) =
5000 max;
- casing string (1-3 strings) piping equipment (wedge and coupling equipment) designed for
pipes D(in) = 5 ½ – 16 ¾ and P(psi) = 5000 max;
- locking, control (throttling) and safety devices to stop and smoothly increase/decrease flow of
operating fluid by P(psi) = 5000 max;
- ball valves, valves of instruments (pressure gauges), packing of well pump cables;
- different fittings (threaded and flanged), couplings, quick-release connectors P(psi) 5000 max;
The company applies excellent equipment and control methods to produce high-quality
equipment, tap high-accuracy sealing threads and sealing connections of parts and units of
equipment.
The equipment is supplied to oil companies in Russia and in the Republic of Kazakhstan where
it is successfully operated and contributes to oil and gas production.
All our equipment is certified according to ROSS RU, EAC.
Detailed specifications and the list of equipment with diagrams and 3D images are provided in
the product catalog of our company.
Our marketing development team is currently working on English versions of our web-site and
catalog.
Contacts in Russia:
Moscow Highway, 20 km, Samara, 443028, Russia
Tel./fax: +7 846 372-90-90, 278-70-70
E-mail: td-vps@mail.ru
www.mineral-sam.ru
LLC “Trade Hause “VOLGAPROMSERVIS”
Looking forward to a fruitful cooperation
Respectfully yours
Director General
Aleksei Koshcheev

